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The author declared the Kel-Tec KSG bullpup shotgun a hit. Ideal for personal defense or tactical use!
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By D. K. Pridgen
When picking a weapon with built-in intimida-

tion factor, not to mention highly effective stop-
ping power, it is hard to beat a shotgun. Defending
the homestead, breaching doors, or running in a
stack making entry – the shotgun works! There are
also plenty of specialty rounds available for the
12-gauge, making it king of versatility. With the
right loads it can handle pests of almost all sizes.

One drawback to the shotgun is size, though,
especially length. It can be somewhat unwieldy,
explaining the popularity of exceptionally short-
barreled versions.

Gun writers frequently feel there are few truly
new items. Perhaps we are a bit jaded. I missed
the 2011 SHOT Show but it was difficult to miss
the net’s hubbub about Kel-Tec’s new shotgun –
the KSG! Of course, posted videos and pictures
made it pretty easy to see why.

Kel-Tec KSG
Kel-Tec sure knows how to get everyone’s

attention! First they offer a bullpup pump shotgun,
complete with bottom ejection for ambidextrous-
ness. Then they tossed in a few extra rounds of
capacity – for a total of 15, if you count one up
the spout. All in a metal and high-impact polymer
package. (Wouldn’t be Kel-Tec without polymers!)
All done ergonomically, providing ambidextrous-
ness where possible. This pot is sweetened by the
compactness produced by having the barrel sit
back deeper in the stock, bull-pup fashion, and a
petite empty weight of 6.9 pounds.

The KSG arrived sans any sights. However,
about 1/4” above the 18.5” cylinder-choked bar-
rel (interchangeable chokes are in the works)
rides a 12” alloy MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny metal
accessory rail. Electronic and/or backup sights
can easily be added. 

Fourteen 2-3/4” 12-gauge shells are distributed
between two tubular magazines beneath the bar-
rel(picture a drilling shotgun/rifle). On either side
the barrel’s muzzle are sling loops. Despite a 3”
chamber, no 3” shells need apply, except for sin-

gle loading. Kel-Tec plans to adapt the mechanism
for longer shells. 3” matters little to me since my
tactical rounds are 2-3/4” and three-inchers
reduce the KSG’s capacity.

Horizontal slots along the magazines’ length
serve to check their capacity. Loading round seven
in the tube feels as easy as round one. To select
the tube, a magazine selector lever located in the
ejection port is flipped from side to side. Flip it to
the right, load from the right tube (more shortly). 

The polymer stock had a comfortable butt pad
and integral sling loops. The cross-bolt safety
located above the integral pistol grip, protected
somewhat by a protruding polymer block forward
of it, with a highly visible “S” on the left and “F”
on the right. The polymer pump forend has
grenade checkering for improved gripability, as
well as a 6” integral 1913/Picatinny accessory rail
on the bottom. 

Not only is the forend a perfect place for a ver-
tical fore grip, a VFG should be considered essen-
tial. The grenade checkering on the forend is supe-
rior to a smooth or traditionally checkered surface,
but splash on some water and the surface may
need a little help. Also, in a rush it is possible to
get your hand too far back on the forend, and
pinch it painfully between the forend and receiver
or forward enough to be in front of the muzzle!

A shorter VFG from TangoDown, Larue, Wilson
Combat, or others, makes the pump action really
rock ’n roll. The pumping hand’s thumb can acti-
vate a light like Streamlight’s TLR-2 light/laser
combo riding in front of the VFG on the rail. I
think Magpul’s Angle Fore Grip (AFG) might be
the best choice. If I could attach a short rail to the
forend’s side (looks possible), I’d mount the light
there and add the AFG in the space available, for
the best feel and control. Support thumbs could
still activate the relocated light.

In front of the generous trigger guard, reach-
able by average fingers, is the ambidextrous action
bar release. Press down on the release with the
trigger finger and pump the action.

Is that a bullpup shotgun or are you just happy to see me?Is that a bullpup shotgun or are you just happy to see me?
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